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The information in this document prepares the reader to understand
the information that is taught in the Noonebu Academy.
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The existence of eternal nature is divided into time periods called cycles. These
cycles of absolute nature are networks of natural laws and energies which cause
all matter of nature to change for better or worse in a circular manner,
completing phases of circular changes as time progresses. Completed phases
are known as “Cycles of Nature.” To put it another way: The Cycles of Nature
are similar to the time numbers on the face of a clock, and the laws and energies
of nature are the hands of the clock that turn and complete the cycles, and are
thereby parts of the cycle network.
Figure 1 and 2 below this paragraph show circles divided into four equal
quarters by perpendicular and horizontal lines. The same way that planet earth
has four seasons and cycles, all existence (which is infinite-eternal nature) also
has four major seasons and cycles. But, while the earth’s seasons and cycles are
measured in days, months, and years, absolute nature’s seasons and cycles are
measured in thousands, millions, and billions of years. The two circles below this
paragraph are the same, and they show the sequence numbers (1-2-3-4) which
are the order in which the four equal quarters exist, one degree at a time. This
circle is called the “Existence Circle” or “Circle of Existence” because it
represents all of nature (all existence) one degree at a time.
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Figure 1 in the preceding paragraph shows the four major seasons of absolute
nature. This circle has 720 degrees, symbolizing all existence (all of nature) and
turning counterclockwise, existing one degree at a time.
NOTE: You may be thinking, ”What? A circle with 720°?” Most people believe that a circle is
limited to 360 degrees because they do not account for the fact that the symmetry of a circle is
infinite. Because the symmetry of a circle is infinite, there is no reason to limit a circle to only
360 degrees if the use for this symbol or shape requires it. A circle can be divided equally no
matter how many degrees are designated.

The spring season or first quarter of the Existence Circle is the “Revolution
Cycle.” The summer season or second quarter is the “Origination Cycle.” The
autumn (fall) season or third quarter is the “Declination Cycle.” The winter
season or fourth quarter is the “Evolution Cycle.” Fig. 1 shows very clearly that
the epoch period known as the Evolution Cycle is only one-quarter (1/4) of the
Existence Circle, and knowing this is important because most people have never
heard anything about the other three quarters of time and the activities thereof.
There is a lot of evidence (artifacts) proving that civilizations existed and
technology was being used millions of years ago. Most people are simply
unaware of these facts
It is important to establish exactly where all people, places, and things are
existing on the Circle of Existence right now and the specific mental and physical
activities thereof. For instance, the Declination Cycle or third quarter of the
Existence Circle is the mental, energetic, and physical processes of gradually
undoing what happened during the Origination Cycle (rise of the second
quarter), and revolution of the first quarter is the mental, energetic, and physical
processes of slowly undoing what evolution did. The present time is the
beginning of the Revolution Cycle. Note that point three (3) of the circles in Fig.
1 and 2 is at the absolute bottom of the circles and at the foot of the vertical
line. Point 3 on the Circle of Existence is where every person, place, and thing
exists right now at this time and all are going through revolutionary changes at
this time. The immediate time to the left of the vertical line at the bottom of The
Circle and represented by a dot (see Fig. 2) is called the “Moon Cycle” and lasts
six thousand years. On the long term zodiac (bottom half of the circle in Fig. 4
later in this book), the Virgo Cycle of absolute nature is the last 3 million
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(3,000,000) years of The Evolution Cycle, and The Moon Cycle is the last six
thousand (6,000) years of The Virgo Cycle and Evolution Cycle.
The Libra Cycle of the long-term Zodiac of Nature is indeed the first three
million (3,000,000) years of The Revolution Cycle, and THE SUN CYCLE (see Fig.
2), represented by a dot on the right side of the vertical line at bottom of The
Circle, is the first six thousand (6,000) years of The Libra and Revolution Cycles.
The sun and the earth’s moon of our solar system are natural opposites in
absolute nature in this part of our universe, because the sun represents life and
the living and the moon represents death and the dead, mentally, energetically,
and physically. As stated earlier, it is important to know where all people, places,
and things are right now on the Circle of Existence and what time it is according
to the timetable of universe annals. Where we all are right now is Point 3 on The
Existence Circle, and it is definitely time for the change from the Moon Cycle
(the cycle of forgiveness and also mercy) to the Sun Cycle (the cycle of balance,
justice, and judgement). The close of the Moon Cycle and the rise of the Sun
Cycle means that it is time for mental resurrection and mental liberation.
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Fig. 3 is another form of the Circle of All Existence, and in more advanced
Noonebu Academy books, which this booklet prepares the reader for, the
Existence Circle is called the “S.M.T. Circle of Order.” The other circles shown in
this booklet are various forms of the S.M.T. Circle of Order. The nine (9) in the
top half of this circle symbolizes the original and primary creative/destructive
energies, which we call “NoopooH”. The Six (6) in the bottom half symbolizes
the evolutionary and secondary creative/destructive energies, which we call
“ZoopooH”. The bottom half of The Circle is the counter-world and opposite of
the top half. The top half is a circle of 360o and the bottom half is likewise 360o,
because the halves are different worlds, different time zones or periods, and
different states of mind. The top half (9) is life and the living, and the bottom half
(6) is death and the dead. The two halves exist at opposite times, and the circle
exists one degree at a time. That one degree is all existence (all of nature)
making a one degree circular change in all matter throughout nature.
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The long-term zodiac, as shown in Fig. 4 at the bottom of the previous page, is
not an imaginary line of longitude and latitude somewhere in the sky. Instead, it
is the animal world which is bottom half of the existence circle. This world of
animals is what we call the “Zoop” instead of the zodiac. The Zoop is the
bottom half of the Circle of Existence, while the “Noop” is the top half as shown
in Fig. 5. Both the Noop and Zoop are pronounced like they are spelled. Note
that there are two dots in Fig. 2 at the bottom of the circle. The left dot denotes
the Moon Cycle at the end of the Virgo Cycle, and the right dot denotes the Sun
Cycle at the beginning of the Libra Cycle, which is where every person, place,
and thing that in existence are right now at this time, and this is why it is time for
mental resurrection and mental liberation. The laws, order, and principles of
absolute nature dictate and determine that the Existence Circle must go back up
toward better standards and qualities of life instead of everything descending
further or starting to disintegrate at Point 3 on the Existence Circle.
NOTE: 9 and 6 are used to symbolize opposites and not values. Numbers denote value but a
symbol in general can be used to denote anything. Though 9 and 6 are indeed numbers they
are also symbols. There is a reason why these 2 symbols later became numbers. This topic is
covered in Noonebu Academy lessons and literature.

Like the Noop, there are also twelve signs of the Zoop, and these long-term
signs (cycles) last for 3,000,000 years each. One degree of the circle is a time
duration of 100,000 years, and the Existence Circle of Order has 720 dots or
degrees – 360 for life at the top half of the circle and 360 for death at the
bottom half. The bottom half (Zoop) is the period of existence for animals and
their world. The top half (Noop) is the period of existence for dynamos (second
definition) and their world. Remember, the circle exists only one dot or degree at
a time, and that one degree is all of absolute nature making a one degree
circular change in all matter throughout nature. The direction of the Circle of
Existence is counterclockwise degree by degree and eventually completes the
whole Circle of All Existence back at the point where the circle begins which is at
Point 3. The Noop is represented by parts of the human person instead of
animals like the Zoop. The symbol 999 of the Noop, as shown in Fig. 4, stands
for highest power and mentality in space, the highest power and mentality in
matter, and the highest power and mentality in time. The symbol 666 of the
Zoop stands for the opposite thereof.
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While this booklet is intended to impart some vital knowledge to the reader and
prepare him or her for more advanced knowledge, the main purpose of this
booklet is to inform you of where we are right now on a universal timetable and
what mental and energetic activities are and should be going on at this time.
Where we all are on the Circle of All Existence is at Point 3 of the Space, Matter,
and Time (S.M.T.) Circle. Now is the time for mental resurrection and mental
liberation so that the Existence Circle can go back upward in the standards,
qualities, and values of absolute nature on the right side of The Circle of All
Existence. It is time for the rise of true culture, true philosophy, and the
reintroduction of universal science called, the “Takanu” which is taught
exclusively in the Noonebu Academy.
It is expected that the following question will arise, and it should: “How can we
tell or how do we know that we are at Point 3 on The Circle of Existence?” All
scientists, including anthropologists, archeologists, and geologists, know that
nature (including people) have been in the evolution cycle for millions of years,
and that evolution and the activities thereof act as a measuring meter on the
progress of evolution, for better or worse. Taking this fact into consideration, we
can identify when, where, and how evolution is taking place. Because of this
fact, by default, we can also identify when evolution is not taking place or has
stopped. Being that DNA is an excellent source of physical record and evidence,
if there is life on this planet that is evolving, there must be some DNA evidence
of it. If there is no DNA evidence of it, then one has no proof or evidence to
support the claim that evolution is still occurring or continually taking place. If
the majority of the life on this planet does not show evidence of evolution then
one can observe that the life on this planet has stopped or is in the process of
stopping. The life of this planet can indeed be used to measure and observe
evolution. Likewise, it can also be used to measure revolution. Furthermore, the
belief-based philosophies of this planet have been exhausted and are failing
people. Mankind itself now has the capacity, ways, and means to make planet
earth uninhabitable (non-livable) for all physical living beings and is destroying
the Earth inside and out, as well as polluting and contaminating the atmosphere
surrounding her. This cannot and will not continue indefinitely, if the Earth and
the universe as well as their offspring are to survive. This is all evidence that
supports the claim that the Evolutionary Cycle is over or ending.
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These things indicate that we are at Point 3 on the Circle of Existence, and it’s
time for the mental resurrection and mental liberation of persons, places, and
things.
The Noonebu Academy is qualified and authorized by the laws, order, and
principles of absolute nature to record and circulate knowledge of absolute
nature to those who want it and need it for survival, better living, and longer life.
Noonebu Culture provides mental cultivation in the form of nature education by
universal reason for the purpose determining conduct, decorum, and behavior
of persons and things as a way of life. Noonebu Philosophy provides a path for
distinguishing knowledge from ignorance and rightness from wrongness, truth
from lie, justice from iniquity, honesty from deception, reality from delusion, and
reason from belief, amongst other things. In other words, Noonebu Culture is
everyday conduct and activities of people based upon the laws, order, and
principles of absolute nature and universal reason, as a way of life and death.
Noonebu Culture is true culture.
Therefore, the pursuit of the nature of nature and its laws by way of universal
reason via nature knowledge, clear understanding, and applied wisdom is the
true culture of the Ta, and is what we call “Sun Culture”— the culture of the stars
themselves. The Ta people were in power before falling (by nature) to the
adverse forces of evolution. The negative forces of nature are the enemies of the
Ta. The negative forces of nature that brought the world and its peoples to the
brink of despair and destruction, morally and otherwise, are not of the nature to
pull the Circle of Existence upward instead of downward. NoopooH and the
Takanu must do that with nature knowledge and “Sun Mentality” or “Sun
Mind”— the powers and science of harmonious survival and well-being.
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Some people are taught to believe that each time a person is born, he or she
has a new soul that never existed before. This is not true. What is true is that the
baby that was just born has a new body that never existed before, and the new
body must produce life for itself if it is to continue to live after birth. The
umbilical cord of the mother provides life for the embryo and fetus during the
gestation period before the infant is born. It is not an individual spirit being
called a soul that keeps the body alive, because spirit beings survive on the food
and blood of the living body themselves. In other words, it is just the opposite of
what religionists teach. Instead of spirit beings being the lives of people, people
are the lives of spirit beings, because life itself is indeed a burning. The burning
can be conscious or unconscious, constructive or destructive. There exists the
life of life and the life of death. The life of life exists in the top half of the Circle
of Existence during the time that the top half exists. The life of death is in the
bottom half of the same circle. Like life, death lives because otherwise it could
not be active in order to reverse the living process.
Life springs from an acid base and is perpetuated (continued) by that acid base.
Of course, acid burns, so hence, life is a burning, like the acid in a car battery is
the life of the car. The car is made active by gas burning, and the person is
made active by blood burning. “Brain Noots" that create brains from other
matter are acid particles that produce mind and reason energy which carry out
the creation work of brain noots, which are called the Prime-Mover (what
scientists call the “god particle”). When a baby is born, the attending physician
or mid-wife makes sure that the infant is breathing, and if it is not inhaling and
exhaling, the baby gets a spanking to excite and activate the brain and nervous
systems into action, because otherwise, the child will die unless it is stillborn
(born dead) already. When the baby actively starts to breathe, the oxygen (air) it
breathes goes to the lungs, and acid in the blood in its lungs burns the oxygen
the child breathes, and that burning is natural electricity, which we call “9
Cosmos,” which is life.
When the natural electricity reaches the brain, it lights up the brain like a bulb.
Then, the person not only has life, but consciousness with that life, because he
or she can then see, feel, taste, hear, and smell. Therefore, a person sees, feels,
tastes, hears, and smells with his or her mental organ (the brain), the organ of
consciousness, by way of the nervous systems of the brain.
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The brain stays alive with the organ of oxygen (the lungs) and the organ of
blood (the heart), which the brain grew for its survival. Marrow of the bones, the
spinal cord, and the nervous systems of a person or thing are extensions, roots,
and branches of the brain of a being. Of course, the nervous systems of a
person are found throughout the physical person. Then too, there is nothing
mysterious about the breath of life, for it is oxygen. The point is this: when the
burning stops, that is the end of that individual’s personal life, because the
purpose of the body is to provide the conditions necessary for the burning (that
is life), and when it fails to do that, life ends. In addition, the purpose of the
body is to continue life and to be the tool that the brain uses for survival and
support, pleasure and pain, etc.
Like the engine of a car gives off carbon monoxide (exhaust), the lungs of a
person give off carbon dioxide. Carbon is residue of a burned substance or gas.
The point is this: an individual inhaling oxygen and exhaling carbon dioxide is
evidence of burning taking place in the lungs and throughout the circulatory
system of a living person, and this is why the body of a living person is warm and
that of a dead person is cold. Open your mouth and blow your breath on the
back of your hand and feel how warm it is, and you will know that burning is
taking place. Oxygen is being burned by blood and creating natural electricity,
which is life. Life is indeed natural electricity, which is the life of all living persons
and things in one degree or another.
Death is also a burning, but while life is a burning for construction and growth,
death is a burning for destruction and decay. Death is a burning too, because
death lives and this is why death is active and rules the bottom half of The Circle
of All Existence. Life and death are certainly opposite processes. As already
stated, life is a burning (natural electricity), and when that burning stops, that is
the end of life, and death starts as a reverse burning, which may be called a cold
burning, or the undoing of what life has done. At death or just before the death
of a person or thing, the spirit being (or spirit beings) who possessed (were
incarnate in) the person during his or her gestation period in his mother’s womb
or became incarnate at person’s birth takes leave from the dying or dead person
or thing and seeks refuge elsewhere, most likely becoming incarnate in another
person, and this transmigration of what is called souls or spirits (which are
conscious energies) from body to body is known as metempsychosis.
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This is what actually happens at death, but there is no individual personal spirit
or soul that goes on beyond the death of the body. The spirits who become
incarnate in people existed already in time immemorial. The purpose of the
body is to produce the burning (life), and when the burning ends, life ends,
because the condition that keeps the burning going is among the organs of the
body and not outside of the body.
Of all the various kinds of life that can exist, the most vital one next to physical
life for a person is mental life, which includes spiritual life. Mental life is knowing
who absolute nature is by laws and reason, through advanced scientific
knowledge about absolute nature. Of all the various kinds of death that can
exist, the most devastating one next to physical death of people is mental
death, which includes spiritual death. Mental death is the opposite of mental
life. Victims and sufferers of mental death are the mental dead. This booklet and
other books distributed by the Noonebu Academy are designed to help
mentally resurrect and liberate people from the adverse forces of mental death.
The “creator” did not just create some persons and things at the beginning of
life and order and then stop creating, because he/she are still creating, and the
way they created persons and things originally is the same way they still do, and
that way is by growing them. Creating does not mean making something from
nothing (which is impossible); creating means formulating and forming,
constructing, building, manufacturing, composing, constituting, generating,
concentrating, or growing persons, places, or things from matter or material that
is already existing. THE CREATOR IS ALL SPACE, ALL MATTER, AND ALL TIME,
and that is ALL NATURE. The space of nature is infinite vacuum. The matter of
nature is anything and everything that occupies space. The time of nature is the
continuation of the existence of infinite vacuum and infinite matter. Note that
the true and nature-science definition of matter is “anything and everything that
occupies space”. When a person reasons out and rationally analyzes this
definition of matter, he or she comes to know that matter is the “almighty,”
together with space and time. Matter cannot be created nor destroyed to the
point that it no longer exists thus making it eternal — always existing forever.
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Matter is the almighty and the creator is in the almighty. The creator is in all
matter in one degree or another (in other words, in various degrees). The primemover in matter is called the “Brain Noot". The Prime-Mover is the first particles
of matter to make the first move toward putting people, places, and things into
creation order. In the Noonebu Academy we label these particles “brain noots”.
Brain Noots create, meaning, they grow brains, and as brain matter accumulates
and consolidates, it produces energy called mind and reason. Reason uses mind
and also other energies in matter, as well as itself, to grow persons and things.
What causes the prime-mover (brain noots) to move toward formula, life and
order are the proper conditions, laws of nature, and the cycle in season suitable
for the being who is to come into life, form, and system as an entity. These
requirements and principles of nature hold true whether the entity is going to be
one of the largest organisms of nature or one of the smallest.
Brain Noots (the creator via reason energy) are in ALL MATTER throughout
infinite-absolute nature. Brain Noots are microscopic and macroscopic, meaning,
a person can neither see them with the naked eye nor with a microscope, but we
can hear with them, smell with them, taste with them, feel with them (physically
and emotionally), have thoughts with them, and see dreams and visions with
them. The understanding of this topic explains why there are countless different
living creatures and organisms on and in planet earth that no god in the sky
would ever think about creating or indeed ever care about creating, and this
means that the matter of absolute nature is all there ever was, all there is, and all
there ever will be. This means that MATTER IS THE ALMIGHTY, forever, together
with space and time. Matter, by ways of its brain noots and reason, is the creator,
eternally.
Any intelligent person can reason out that there is no such thing that one day
the bodies of all physically dead people are going to rise from their graves and
other resting places and take on form and life again. To start with, that is against
the laws of nature, which require physical living beings to go through the
gestation, birth, and growth processes to have material being that is real and
not an illusion.
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Furthermore, even if a physical resurrection could and would happen, there
would not be enough room on the earth to hold all human bodies that have
existed, going back to the beginning of evolution and death 18 million years
ago.
According to Noonebu Philosophy, like planet earth has four major seasons, the
same is true for all existence in general (see Fig. 1). As all of nature exists one
degree at a time on the Existence Circle, its circular changes in all matter turn
counterclockwise (symbolically the turn of order) and opposite to the hands of a
clock. When absolute nature arrives at Point 3 (see Fig. 1) from Point 6 on the
left of the circle, it has finished the “Winter Cycle” of the universe. It then begins
to enter the “Spring Cycle” of the universe of almighty nature. So, going
beyond Point 3 counterclockwise calls for the 9 Cosmos Mentality Energy of the
Universe Spring Cycle to wake up and start to emanate from the centers of the
suns/stars (including our sun), like spring sap emanates from trees and plants
after winter. This energy reaches the centers of the planets and satellites of the
solar systems of the universe, and the planets and satellites begin to permeate
energies that are more positive than before, and the mental resurrection of
persons, places, and things has begun, together with the universe orbs.
Now that the universe orbs and bodies like the sun, earth, and moon are
decreasing in 6 Cosmos energy and mind and increasing in 9 Cosmos Energy
and mentality, someone has to herald and usher in this change from Universe
Winter (The Evolution Cycle) to Universe Spring (The Revolution Cycle), and that
someone is the ATENUBI TAHARAKHTI, the writer and messenger of NoopooH
whose science is the Takanu, like the correct information in this presentation.
NoopooH is the original creator and the original prime-mover of the universes
and is also the resurrector of the mental dead. The mental dead are all peoples
and persons that are ignorant about absolute nature and the laws, order, and
principles thereof of as verified by universal reason and 9 Cosmos Science called
the Takanu.
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Whereas the four seasons called spring, summer, autumn, and winter of planet
earth may deal mainly with weather, temperature, and vegetation changes, the
four seasons of ALL EXISTENCE (All of Nature) also deal with changes in
mentality, morals, standards, abilities, qualities, and values of Almighty Nature in
“seasonal” ways as they pertain to persons, places, and things. The resurrection
that we speak of is mental, not physical. Dead bodies will obviously not rise from
physical graves. The resurrection is the mental awakening of people who will rise
from the graves of ignorance and deception about absolute nature and its laws,
and learn what we human beings must know and do in order to live in physical
safety and economic security with peace and contentment. Reader, try to be one
of those who learns Noonebu Philosophy, advocates it, and practices it, for this
means that you are indeed rising from the grave of mental death, despair, and
deception toward a longer and better life, and will survive the balance between
right and wrong, knowledge and ignorance, truth and lies, honesty and
deception, justice and iniquity, lawfulness and lawlessness, balance and
imbalance, positive culture and negative culture.
What is taught at the Noonebu Academy is not just beautiful words and fictitious
rhetoric, and Noonebu Philosophy is not just more delusion and deception that
people like to be victimized by. It is reality and reason. Therefore, it is more
difficult for people to be attracted to such positive nature science, which is
correct information, knowledge, and truth. Moreover, fear of the unknown, evil
spells, and curses of the negative forces of nature, and fear of the new and
untried, repel people of negative nature and cause them to be suspicious and
superstitious of the knowledge in this booklet and in other books distributed by
the Noonebu Academy as well as the Noonebu community. It can be said then,
that some people are susceptible to Noonebu Philosophy and others are not.
However, this booklet is designed and dedicated to be a springboard to more
advanced and greater knowledge of absolute nature via the Noonebu Academy.
This booklet is the preparation presentation and qualifying device required to
help you simplify and understand the literature, concepts, teachings, and
instruction provided via the Noonebu Academy.
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The teachings of the Noonebu Academy are designed, dedicated, and
obligated by nature to bring individuals, groups of individuals, and nations of
individuals up to date about reality, true culture, standards, and where we are on
the Circle of Existence, and to inform people about what time it is to do what by
nature. We are now at moonset and sunrise in the nature of nature, and it is time
to rise from the mental dead and take our places in the lighthouse and
powerhouse of the sun.

To Learn More, GO HERE.
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